BECOME AN HVACR TECHNICIAN!

ABOUT THE PROGRAM
The HVACR training program provides a comprehensive education in heating, ventilation, and air conditioning systems. Graduates will be well-prepared to enter the HVACR industry and contribute to the design, installation, and maintenance of efficient and sustainable HVACR systems, meeting the demands of a rapidly evolving field.

YOU WILL LEARN
Student will learn the mechanical and electrical/electronic systems involved in contemporary environmental controls.

ABOUT THE INDUSTRY
The HVACR (Heating, Ventilation, Air Conditioning, and Refrigeration) Level 1 training program is designed to equip individuals with the necessary skills and knowledge to pursue a career in the HVACR industry. The training covers a broad range of topics, including heating and cooling systems, ventilation, refrigeration, and energy efficiency. Participants will gain practical hands-on experience and theoretical understanding to excel in this dynamic and in-demand field.

TIME COMMITMENT
8 Weeks

CLASSES START
SOON - APPLY TODAY!

EARNED CREDENTIALS
NCCER CORE CONSTRUCTION, OSHA 10, NCCER HVACR LEVEL 1, AND EPA CERTIFICATION

FULL TRAINING SCHOLARSHIP FOR THOSE WHO QUALIFY!

SCAN ME TO APPLY

713.773.6000 1960 Tellepsen St. Houston TX 77023

SERJOBS.ORG